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Abstract. The financial diagnosis consist into ensemble of instruments and methods which are permitted the 
appreciation of financial situation and a performances of the company. The realization of financial diagnosis has 
as the objective the appreciation of financial performance of a company. The mains objective is: the appreciation 
of financial results obtained, the emphasis methods of achieve the financial equilibrium, the determination 
capacity of undertook, the result exploitation, the current result the one clear of exercise that are measures the 
financial profitableness of own capital subscribed and spilled of shareholders. 
 The results of this analyze can be then used-up for fundamentation of decision administration, for 
elaboration the global strategic diagnosis and for fundamentation of development policies of a company. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
With the aid of balance sheet that are established at the end of the year, is can 
established, through of a analysis specific indicators, such “financial diagnosis” of a company. 
Some indicators which measures the performances activity entity are the intermediaries 
indicators of administration. 
“The managerial accounting developed on the concept of “added value” permits the 
calculation of a computation cascades of intermediate balance accounts of administration, 
necessary for more detailed analyses of results obtained” 
 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
The informations necessary for explanation and the analyze of these intermediate 
indicators of administration were harvest from the balance sheet afferent of the ended years 
2004, 2005, 2006, and he represents a suppositional case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table no.1 – The table of intermediate balance account of administration: 
No
.crt 
Specification  Simbol The year 
2004 
(lei) 
The year 
2005 
(lei) 
The year 
2006 
(lei) 
1 +The sale merchandises  Vmf 141 116 552 
2 + The production exercise   Pex 221.593 328.228 488.365 
3 - Expenditures concerning the 
merchandises 
Chmf 77 55 204 
4 -Expenditures with material and 
services 
Chms 152.683 255.664 379.505 
5 = Added value Va 68.974 72.625 109.208 
6 - Taxes and taxes Imp 722 2598 4853 
7 + Subsidies operating Sbv 14.295 50.274 63.389 
8 - Personnel expenses –Total Chp 38.341 50.789 67.009 
9 = The gross surplus of operating EBE 44.206 69.512 100.735 
10 + Write back of provision Vpv 0 0 0 
11 + Other operating revenues  Ave 5.208 8.801 21.956 
12 - Other operating expenses Ace 21 339 17 
13 - Depreciation and provisions  Chap 11.797 17.972 29.631 
14 = Operating profit Pe 37.596 60.002 93.043 
15 + Financial revenues Vf 592 19.189 9.015 
16 - Financial expenses Chf 843 1.146 3.895 
17 = Current profit Pc 37.345 78.045 98.163 
18 +/- Extraordinary result Rexc -224 -987 699 
19 = Gross profit Pb 37.121 77.058 98.862 
20 - Income tax Ipr 13.943 30.257 24.193 
21 = Net result Pn 23.178 46.801 74.669 
Source: own dates 
 Va = Vmf + Pex – Chmf – Chms 
 EBE = Va – Imp + Sbv – Chp 
 Pe = EBE + Ave – Ace – Chap 
 Pc = Pe + Vf – Chf 
 Pb = Pc +Rexc 
 Pn = Pb – Ipr 
No. 
crt. 
Specification The year 
2004 
(lei) 
The year 
2005 
(lei) 
The year 
2006 
(lei) 
1 Added value (Va) 68.974 72.625 109.208 
2 The gross surplus of operating (EBE) 44.206 69.512 100.735 
3 Operating profit (Pe) 37.596 60.002 93.043 
4 Current profit (Pc) 37.345 78.045 98.163 
5 Net profit (result) (Pn) 23.178 46.801 74.669 
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The added value (Va) = expresses the valuable growth result from utilization of the 
factors of production, especially labor and the capital, across the material and services value 
bought from third persons. The added value assures the remuneration direct and indirect 
participants to the economic undertook: 
- the personnel through salaries, indemnifications and another expenditures; 
-the state, through excises and credit taxes;  
-the creditors through interests, dividends and stipendiary errands; 
-the sharesholder through dividends;  
-the company through the capacity of self-finance. 
The absolute level of this indicator has a tendency of growth in period analyses by 
reason of the growth of the exercise production. 
The gross surplus of operating (EBE) = measures the potential capacity of self-
finance the investments. The indicator registers a growth in absolute value determinate by the 
subventions operating influence. 
Operating profit (result) (Pe) = measures, in absolute sizes, the profitableness of the 
operating process, through the deduction all expenditures from the operating revenues. The 
tendency of growth the indicator point out the process of rentabilize the operating activity and 
on another operating expense realized. 
Current Profit (result) (Pc) = is caused of output exploitation and one of financial 
activity. In the analyses period, the financial exercises are finished with profit, what affects 
positive the current result of exercise.  
The net profit (result) (Pn) = represents, in absolute sizes, the measure of financial 
rentability of own capital subscribed and spilled by shareholders. This indicator registers, in 
the working period a growth on expense:  
- breed the production of the exercise 
- the operating subventions 
- breed other operating revenues 
Analyze the balance accounts of administration for period 2004-2006 has a tendency 
of capitalize the activity. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The analyze of this indicators is very important for the financial situation of 
economical company, the situation which she wanted knowing both inside or outside of 
company towards the persons that are interested to investment in a company. The information 
obtained through data processing of the financial statements, are used for managerial decision 
making in the field of credit, investment process etc. All this indicators and another are used 
together have the capacity to inform the internal and external users about solvency, 
profitableness, liquidity and viability of economical company. 
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